INTRODUCTION
Advancements in computing technology have influenced the problem-solving dzsciplines in a unique fashion. Engineering, operations research, management science and areas of computer science, all of which rely on modeling activities and the existence of a model to effect a solution, see changes in computing technology as creating mutually accelerative and prohibitive pressures. Accelerative pressure stems from the fact that models unyielding to manual techniques are now amenable to solution via automation. But the ability to use models of increasing size and complexity feeds the desire to tackle problems even more challenging. Problems and models of everincreasing complexity have ushered in the realization that only by harnessing computing technology to assist in model development can the limitations of human memory and understanding be overcome.
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Simulation models provide some of the largest and most complex examples. Under various labels, e.g. Simulation Model Development Environment (Balci and Nance 1987) and Computer Aided Simulation Modeling (Balmer and Paul 19S6) , an integrated set of software utilities, generally following an underlying methodology, assist model builders in coping w complexity of their task. Within this software toolset, argues Balci, must be a Model Analyzer (1986, p. 63) -a utility that performs diagnostic analysis on the model specification produced by the Model Generator and "effectively assists in model verification." Model analysis is also cited as crucial in the Knowledge Based Simulation, where introspective analysis exposes relationships among model components (Baskaran and Reddy 1984) .
In this paper, a specification language created to support model analysis and diagnosis is described.
The language -the Condition Specification (CS) -defined over a decade ago, is reviewed in terms of its evolution and current status. In Section 2, the original motivation and development history of the CS is briefly recounted. Section 3 provides a differentiation of the concepts speczficatzon and amplementation.
The CS structure and syntax and a small example of model development using the CS appears in Section 4, and the provisions for model analysis and execution are discussed in Section 5. Concluding remarks appear in Section 6.
2
In an early GAO report (USGAO 1975) on the management of government funded computer models, an inability of users to understand how to make minor model changes and adaptations is identified. In a response to this recognition, Nance (1977) identifies the criteria for a Simulation Model Specification and Documentation Language (SMSDL) intended to: 1) provide independence of model specification from model A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CS implementation, 2) permit and support hierarchical model specification, and 3) extract model documentation as a byproduct of the specification process. From this context emerged the Conical Methodology as the first simulation modeling methodology (see (Nance 1981 (Nance , 1994 ).
The Conical Methodology (CM) defines a role for model specification but does not prescribe its form. Overstreet (1982) defines a formalism for simulation model specification congruent with the principles outlined by the CM. The primary goal of this formalism, the Condition Specification (CS), is to provide a world-view-independent model representation that is expressive enough to represent any model but sufficient to facilitate automated diagnosis of the model representation. Analysis of the specification can be used to: 1) identify errors in a specification early in the development process, 2) assist in the creation of efficient model implementations, and 3) provide information to the modeler which may assist in developing a deeper understanding of the system being simulated.
An important property of the CS is the precise and explicit delineation of time and state within a model representation. Given a (3, all model dynamics are easily identifiable as time-based, state-based or a mixture of the two. The CS is not generally intended to function as a language with which the modeler dzrectly works when constructing a model. Several efforts have addressed techniques for extractzng a CS from a modeler via dialog-driven Model Generators within the context of a Simulation Model Development Environment (Barger 1986 , Hansen 1984 , Page 1990 . In these approaches, the Model Generator provides a buffer between the modeler and the low-level syntax of the CS. Still, after years of investigation, several details regarding the nature of the conceptual framework for the Model Generator in the environment remain unresolved (Balci et al. 1990 ).
MODELING CONCEPTS
Fundamental to the development of the C: S are the precise characterizations of, and differentiation between, a simulation model specification and a simulation model implementation. A model attribute set cannot be assumed to provide a basis for a set of state variables, defined as (Overstreet 1982, p. 52) : "A set of variables for a system form a state set if the set, together with future system inputs, contain enough information to completely determine system behavior." In order to establish a set of state variables, the model attribute set must be augmented with "system variables" such as those required to implement scheduling statements, list management, and so on.
Simulation Model Specification
T is the zndexzng attrzbute. Commonly this attribute is referred to as system tame. While not mandatory, system time is usually one of the model inputs and if so, the model does not describe how it changes value. T provides a partial ordering of model action during any simulation run.
0 is the transition function. A transition function contains each of the following: 1) An initial state for the model. The initial state defines values for 'The input specification and the output specification can be coinbilled to form a boundary specification.
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Let 0 vers tree t , all attributes of objects that exist at initiation (model "start up") including an initial value for system time. I t must also include the scheduling of at least one determined event2 2) A termznalion condztzon, and 3) a definitzon of the dynanizc behavzor of the model, describing the effect each model component has on other components, the model response to inputs, and how outputs are generated.
Simulation Model Implementation
A ( M , t ) be the model attribute set for a model specification A4 at time t . A model specification is a model zmplenientatzon if: 1) for any value of system time t , A(A4, t ) contains a set of state variables, and 2) the transition function describes all value changes of those attributes. Thus, if "system variables'' have been added to the object specification set so that A ( M , t ) must always contain a state set, then the transition description also contains a complete description of how these additional attributes change value.
Since A ( M , t ) typically does not contain a set of state variables, a primary function of a simulation programming language (SPL) is to augment the attributes of the model specification as necessary to create a state set and to augment the transition function as necessary to accommodate the additional attributes.
LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION
A Condition Specification provides a particular syntax and semantics for each component in the tuple defining a model specification.
The Interface Speczficatzon identifies input and output attributes by name, data type and communication type (input or output). After the transition specification (defined below) is complete, the communication interface description can be generated from the internal dynamics of the model and the object specification. Any CS must have at least one output attribute (Overstreet and Nance 1985).
The Object Speczficatzon is a list of all model objects and their attributes. The CS enforces typing for each attribute similar to other stronglytyped languages.
2An event is an instant in time in wlicli at least one model attribute changes value. Events are determined if their occurrence, o~icescheduled, depends only on the value of r . A n event is contingent if its occurrence depends on attributes other than
.
Page, and Nance Two conditions appear in every CS: znztzalzzatzon and termznation. Initialization is true only at the start of a model instantiation (before the first change in value of system time). The expression for termination is model dependent and may be time-based, state-based, or mixed (both time-and state-based).
The Report Speczjicatzon. Overstreet separates the report Specification from the transition specification since typically many "computations" are required to gather and report statistics that inand-of-themselves do not define model behavior (Overstreet 1982) . Page (1994) describes a syntax for the report specification similar to that provided by extant simulation programming languages.
Example
Examples of CS model specifications may be found in (Barger 1986; Overstreet 1987a, 1987b; Overstreet 1982 Overstreet , 1985 Overstreet and Nance 1985; Page 1990 Page , 1994 Puthoff 1991) . In most of these sources, model specification is effected in the context of model development under the Conical Methodology. For medium-to large-scale models, the processes of model definition and model specification are intimately connected as the model evolves through successive elaboration and refinement. While the nature of this development cannot be adequately demonstrated within the limited scope of this paper, an example of the language application is nonetheless warranted. Figure 1 contains a CS transition specification for an M/M/l queueing model.
The semantics of the constructs used the example are largely intuitive. Time advance is provided by the alarm components: SET ALARM is an action and is used to schedule a particular alarm (all alarms are named) to go off at a future time; WHEN ALARM is a condition (hence evaluates to true or false) and may only be true when the named alarm has been set by a SET ALARM action, and only at the instant of time for which the alarm is scheduled. WHEN ALARM is used to describe actions which can be scheduled to occur and whose occurrence then only depends on the value of the simulation clock. AFTER ALARM also depends on a SET ALARM action, but is used as part of a compound condition to describe the situation when some time must pass and after that, other conditions must be satisfied for the associated actions to occur. For more detailed examples, refer to the previously cited sources.
MODEL ANALYSIS AND EXECUTION
A key issue for model analysis is the notion of model specification equivalence. Since we are interested in the automated creation of alternative implementations for the same specification, a basis for identifying equivalence-preserving transformations is required. Two model specifications are structurally equivalent with respect to a set of model attributes if 1) the condition sets are equivalent with respect to those attributes, and 2) identical model actions (if stochastic, variates must be from the same distribution) affecting the set of model attributes are specified for corresponding conditions. T w o model specifications are externally equivalent with respect to a set of model attributes if they specify identical output for those attributes when provided identical input (Overstreet 1982) . 
Condition Specification Model Decomposition
An obvious way of organizing CAPs is by grouping them into action clusters as described in the previous section. Still, an AC-oriented CS may have on the order of hundreds or thousands of ACs. In addition to the action cluster aggregation, several transformations, or decompositions, have been defined. A CS may be decomposed into an equivalent specification:
1) based on the model objects, 2) reflecting one of the traditional world views, or 3) representing a collection of strongly connected components (see (Overstreet 1982; Overstreet and Nance 1985) ). Each of these decompositions is based on the graphical and matrix representations of the CS described below.
Graph-Based Model Diagnosis
The following taxonomic description of attributes within CAPs provides the basis for much of the subsequent discussion (Overstreet 1982, p. 120) : control attributes provide the information needed to determine when the action should occur. These are the at- lents of the graphs). The most useful graph forms are described below. For further details see Overstreet 1987a, 1987b; Puthoff 1991; Wallace 1985) . A summary of the analyses defined for these representations is given in Table 1 (adapted from (Nance and Overstreet 1987b)).
Action cluster attribute graph
The actaon cluster-attrzbute graph (ACAG) is defined as follows. Given a Condition Specification with k time-based signals, m other attributes, and n action clusters, then GI a directed graph with k + m + n vertices is constructed as follows:
G has a directed, labeled arc from i to j if 1) i is a control or input attribute for j , an AC, 2) j is an output attribute for i, an AC.
The ACAG represents the interactions between action clusters and attributes in the CS; specifically, the potential for actions of one AC to change the value of an attribute and the influence of an attribute on the execution of an AC: are shown in the ACAG. Figure 2 is the ACAG for the M/M/l specification of the previous section.
Since the ACAG is a bipartite graph, it may be represented using two Boolean matrices: the attrabute-actaon cluster matrax (AACM) and the ac- Two other matrices may be formed from these matrices, the attribute interaction matrix (AIM), defined as AACM x ACAM, and the action cluster anteraction matrzx (ACIM), defined as ACAM x AACM
Action cluster incidence graph
An actzon cluster znczdence graph (ACIG) is a directed graph in which each node corresponds to an AC in the CS. If, for an implementation based on the CS, the actions in one action cluster, AC,, can cause the condition for another action cluster, ACj , to become true (at either the same simulation time at which ACi is executed or at some future time by setting an alarm) then a directed arc leads from ACi to ACj. By convention this arc is depicted as a dotted line if AC; sets an alarm that is used in the condition for ACj , otherwise the arc is depicted as a solid line.
If the condition on AC, is a WHEN ALARM then ACj is referred to as a tame-based successor of ACi. If the condition on ACj is an AFTER ALARM then ACj is referred to as a mzxed successor of AC;. Otherwise ACj is referred to as a state-based successor of AC%. The ACIG for the M/M/l model is given in Figure 3 .
One may construct an ACIG for a CS consisting of ACs u q , acz, . . . , ac, using to the algorithm of Figure 4. Note that an ACIG completely depicts the Overstreet (1982) shows that no algorithm can exist which removes all such edges. However, Puthoff (1991) describes a n expert system approach to this type of precondition/postcondition analysis for ACIG simplification, noting near-optimal results for the model specifications considered.
Limits of model analysis
The theme of this research is to understand how we can utilize analyses of Specifications to support the modeling process. For example, analysis of a model might assist in choosing a more efficient implementation among several alternative approaches. We also desire analysis tools which identify problems with a specification. However, several questions we might like answered about a particular model specification are undecidable; that is, no algorithm can be written which can determine if an arbitrary CS has a partic- For example, during the execution of a CS, the conditions of several ACs might be simultaneously true (a common occurrence), so that they all could execute.
If the execution of AC1 followed by AC2 leaves the system in a different state than execution of AC2 followed by AC1 (perhaps because they both the modify the same attribute), then AC1 and AC2 are order dependent. This is not necessarily a problem (perhaps their conditions can never be simultaneously true so their consecutive execution can never occur), but inay indicate a problem with the specification. Determination of order dependency is undecidable (Overstreet 1982 ). Page (1994) describes algorithms for the direct executian of actim cluster (DEAC) simulation. The algorithms utilize the ACIG as a model of computation, thereby minimizing the number of conditions which must be tested at any instant during model execution. Algorithms suitable for parallel execution are also presented, and a method for estimating the znhereni parallelzsm in a CS based on the critical path through the ACIG is defined. Data flow analysis techniques similar to Weiser's program slicing (Weiser 1986 ) can automatically identify causality and sequential relationships among model components or can identify model components which can execute in parallel.
Support far model execution

CONCLUSIONS
Our primary goal for Condition Specifications has been to support analysis of model specifications so that: I ) decisions about many implementation details are not included in the model specification and implementation choices can be based on analysis, and 2) detection of several types of problems in specifications can be effected earlier than is usually possible. This approach requires use of a specification language with carefully defined semantics. We have shown that some properties of specifications which are of interest are in general not decidable. We have also identified several graphs, directly derivable from a Condition Specification, which can be used to determine several important properties of a specification
Our experience with Conditions Specifications shows that the separation of specifications from implementations is feasible and supports significant error detection and implementation guidance. Future efforts will focus on analyses which can assist in automating or guiding the creation of efficient implementations for both serial and parallel executions.
